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Buckeye Battles X- 40K Team Tournament Rules 

I want to Welcome everybody to the 2016 Buckeye Battles 40K Team Tournament on Friday, 

July 8th, 2016. Below you will see the rules for this event. Entry fee will be $30 per team. 

**LUNCH WILL BE PROVIDED** Warscore will be used to run and score this event. Please do 

not hesitate to ask any questions, but please read the rules packet before doing so, you might 

answer your question by doing so. There will be room for 24 teams. Hope you all can attend. 

 I can be reached at jelverson.buckeyebattles40k@yahoo.com 

TERMINOLOGY 

• Team Member: An individual member of a Team and their 1000-point detachment.  
• Army: The Allied detachments of two Team Members. An Army is treated as a single entity 
comprised of two individual 1000-point detachments and follows all rules associated with the 
term Army. Teams will form two Armies each game that will operate independently.  
• Team: The combined detachments of both Team Members. A Team is treated as a single 
entity comprised of two individual 1000-point detachments. Teams will also be referred to as 
Imperial, Heretical, Xenos or Hybrid (see below). 

 

BASIC RULES 
• Teams will consist of 2 Team Members. Each Team Member’s detachment will consist of 
1000 points or less, using the Force Organization Chart and available upgrades as detailed 
below.  
• Team Members MUST use the same detachment throughout the tournament.   
• Codices, Codex Supplements or Campaign Supplements that are released prior to June 8th, 
2016 will be allowed in this event. Apocalypse War Zone supplements, Apocalypse 
Formations, Forge World army lists and material from the Horus Heresy books WILL NOT be 
allowed in this event.  
• Allied Detachments are NOT allowed in this event. Team Members forming Armies are 
considered Allies and follow the rules and modifications presented below in the Team, 
Armies and Warlords section. 
 • One Team Member from each Team may choose the Fortification upgrade per the Force 
Organization section below. Fortifications will use the updated rules presented in Stronghold 
Assault. Massive Fortifications are NOT allowed.   

jelverson.buckeyebattles40k@yahoo.com
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• One Team member may choose the Formation upgrade, per the Force Organization section 
below. The Formation may not take up more than 500 points (50%) of the Team Member’s 
detachment.  
• The Team Captain may choose the Lord of War upgrade per the Force Organization section 
below. The Lord of War may not make up more than 500 points (50%) of the Team Captain's 
detachment.  
• Imperial Armour units (Forge World) are allowed in this event and are considered to be part 
of the relevant Codex or faction including space marine characters and chapter tactics, 
however due to the scarce nature of these units; each unit is considered unique (0-1) and 
may only be taken once per Team. Imperial Armour weapon/turret options for a codex unit 
are NOT bound by this 0-1 limitation. In ALL cases, only the most currently published rules for 
any particular unit will be allowed. A complete list of allowable units and rules locations can 
be found in the AdeptiCon 2016 Warhammer 40K Approved Imperial Armour Units 
document. Note, some of the allowable units draw their most recent rules from the 
Apocalypse rulebook, these are noted exceptions to the general exclusion of the book.  
• A printed detachment list is required for the judges and each of your opponents (minimum 
of 4 copies per Team Member required). Each detachment list MUST contain the following 
details: Team Name, Team Member Name, which Force Organization upgrade was chosen (if 
any), the units included in each Detachment, and the Faction of each Detachment. 
 • The Warhammer 40,000 7th Edition Rules and all relevant Games Workshop Errata and 
FAQs will be used. In the case of a conflict between a printed and digital versions, the most 
recent update or FAQ will take precedence.    
• The AdeptiCon 2016 Warhammer 40K Rules Addendum and FAQ will be used to resolve 
additional rules disputes.  
• Each 2-player Army must bring a Warhammer 40,000 rulebook, the most currently 
published rules for all units represented in their army and all materials needed to play a 
game/report the results - including dice, measuring devices, templates, and a writing 
implement.  
• The tournament will consist of three rounds of play.  
• The models used in your army must comply with the AdeptiCon Model Policy (all models 
MUST be WYSIWYG and 3colors).  
• If illegal units or rules violations are found in a player's list, at a minimum, the models in 
violation will be removed from all subsequent play. Tournament points may be deducted and 
award eligibility may be forfeited.  
• Buckeye Battles Tournament Judges' rulings are final and arguments or poor conduct by 
players will not be tolerated. Buckeye Battles reserves the right to remove players from the 
event with no refunds allowed. 

 

FORCE ORGINIZATION 
Teams will consist of 2 Team Members. Each Team Member will be responsible for bringing a 
1,000-point detachment. Team Members may choose their detachments from the same 
faction, Codex or rules source. Each Team Member's detachment must fit within the 
Warhammer 40K Team Tournament Force Organization chart presented below and may 
include up to one unique Upgrade Option if desired: 
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Teams will consist of 2 Team Members. Each Team Member will be responsible for bringing a 

1,000-point detachment. Team Members may choose their detachments from the same 

faction, Codex or rules source. Each Team Member's detachment must fit within the 

Warhammer 40K Team Tournament Force Organization chart presented below and may include 

up to one unique Upgrade Option if desired: 

Force Org Changes: Selected units that alter a Team Member’s Force Organization selections 

WILL affect all other detachments on the Team from the same faction. In the case of Codex 

Space Marines, armies from an Army that have the same Chapter Tactics share special rules as 

a single force, armies with different chapter tactics do not share special rules but are otherwise 

treated as Battle Brothers.     

Special Characters: All instances of Unique/Named Characters on a Team must be unique. For 

example: a Team cannot field Inquisitor Coteaz twice. This also applies to upgrades to squads 

(e.g. Justicar Thawn).   

Wargear: Unique items and wargear are considered unique within each Army and may only 

appear once on each table. For detachments that purchase unique wargear during list 

construction, this means that each instance of unique wargear can only be purchased once per 

Team, as all Team Members will play at least one game together. For detachments that 

generate unique wargear before the game begins, the Army level restriction applies.  For 

example, a Team using Codex Tau can only have one total instance of a Puretide Engram 

Neurochip, while a Team consisting entirely of Chaos Deamon players can only have 1 

Portaglyph per Army/table.  Non-Force Org Units: Units from various sources that DO NOT take 

up a Force Organization Battlefield Role may be taken in addition to units allowed by the 
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Warhammer 40K Team Tournament Force Organization chart as long as the unit prerequisites 

are met (e.g.,Ork Mek’s, Farsight Enclaves Commander Team (see below)). This also includes 

multiple units bought in a single Force Organization Battlefield Role (e.g., Chaos Daemon 

Heralds).   

Commander Farsight: Commander Farsight’s Commander Team is available to all detachments 

with the Tau faction, as long as one Team Member is selecting a detachment from Codex 

Farsight Enclaves and including Commander Farsight. Each instance of a commander is 

considered unique.   

 

TEAMS, ARMIES, WARLORDS, AND ORDERS OF 
OPPORTUNITY 

Each team will be classified according to the overall factional composition of the Team. Team 
Members must choose all their detachments from the same, appropriate list of factions 
below:   
 
• Imperial (Forces of the Imperium): Astra Militarum , Adepta Sororitas, Adetus Mechanicus, 
Blood Angels, Dark Angels, Grey Knights, Inquisition*, Legion of the Damned, Militarum 
Tempestus, Space Marines, Space Wolves  
 
• Heretical (Forces of Chaos): Astra Militarum  (Traitor), Chaos Daemons, Chaos Space 
Marines, Khorne Daemonkin, Inquisition*  
 
• Xenos: Dark Eldar, Eldar, Eldar Harlequins, Necrons, Orks, Tau, Tyranids, Inquisition*  
 
• Hybrid: Any mix of Factions   
 
*Codex Inquisition is considered a “wild card” for the purposes of Team classification, 
Inquisitors choose their allegiance! This is intentional in order to allow players to explore 
even the darkest aspects of the Inquisition; including Radical and Heretical Inquisitors that 
have fallen to Chaos, or sided with a particular Xenos race.     
 
Armies: For the purposes of the Warhammer 40K Team Tournament, Team Members 
forming an Army are considered Allies per the Warhammer 40,000 rulebook with the 
following modifications:  
 
 • Battle Brothers: Factions denoted as Battle Brothers per the Allies Matrix chart are 
considered Battle Brothers for the Warhammer 40K Team Tournament and follow all the 
relevant rules and restrictions per the rulebook. Armies comprised of two detachments from 
the same faction are also considered Battle Brothers with the following clarifications:   
                        o Wargear and Special Abilities will benefit/affect both detachments in an Army, 
but they will not affect detachments in the other Army on a different table. For example, The 
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Autarch’s Path of Strategy rule could affect both members of an Army but would not affect 
other players from the team on a different table.              
                      o Wargear and Special Abilities that affect your Army’s detachments DO NOT 
stack, unless specified in the rules for that particular piece of Wargear or Special Ability.  
                      o Please be sure to reference the relevant Games Workshop FAQ documents for 
further clarification on how specific Wargear and Special Abilities are applied in Warhammer 
40,000 7th Edition. 
 
• Allies of Convenience: All other alliances are considered Allies of Convenience regardless of 
what the Allies Matrix indicates and follow all the relevant rules and restrictions for Allies of 
Convenience per the rulebook. For the purposes of the Team Tournament, a Team Captain 
that chooses the +1 Lord of War Upgrade Option may include an Imperial Knight as if it were 
an “Ally of Convenience”.   
 
• Multiple Factions: If a Team Member’s detachment is comprised of multiple factions (e.g.; 
a detachment choosing the Assassins or Imperial Knights upgrade option), ignore the 
Upgrade Option of the detachment when determining factional allegiance. In all cases, the 
Warhammer 40K Team Tournament rules regarding Allies are still in effect. 
 
 • Codex Inquisition: Regardless of the composition of your Team, Codex Inquisition still 
follows the Team Tournament rules for Allies. As such, any faction noted as Battle Brothers 
remains so, ALL other alliances are treated as Allies of Convenience; there will always be a 
significant amount of skepticism surrounding the Inquisition!    
 
Warlords: Each Army will nominate a single Warlord per the Warhammer 40,000 rulebook 
with the following modifications and clarifications: 
           • Your Army Warlord can be from either detachment, but it MUST be a character if 
there is at least one character available in the Army. If the Army contains no characters, then 
you must nominate a single model to represent the Army’s Warlord, but you will forfeit the 
Warlord Trait.  
           • All Warlords that are eligible to roll for a Warlord Trait may re-roll the result on the 
appropriate Warlord Trait table.  
           • If your Army’s Warlord is not on the table at the conclusion of a game (e.g., ongoing 
Reserves), that Warlord counts as being slain for the purposes of calculating Slay the 
Warlord. 

 

Event Links 

GW FAQ-http://www.games-workshop.com/en-GB/Rules-Errata 

40K Approved IA units-https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1BmAGCdpzTG-

xKI6PvHEKZSuRnY01T1aocGmOtCqvK1Y/pubhtml 

IA Reference Materials-https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/pub?key=1BmAGCdpzTG-

xKI6PvHEKZSuRnY01T1aocGmOtCqvK1Y&gid=27 

http://www.games-workshop.com/en-GB/Rules-Errata
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1BmAGCdpzTG-xKI6PvHEKZSuRnY01T1aocGmOtCqvK1Y/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1BmAGCdpzTG-xKI6PvHEKZSuRnY01T1aocGmOtCqvK1Y/pubhtml
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/pub?key=1BmAGCdpzTG-xKI6PvHEKZSuRnY01T1aocGmOtCqvK1Y&gid=27
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/pub?key=1BmAGCdpzTG-xKI6PvHEKZSuRnY01T1aocGmOtCqvK1Y&gid=27
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Buckeye Battles 40K Team Setup Sheet 
1. Army Lists: Both players exchange copies of their army lists.    

2. Note Deployment Zone: Note which deployment map will be used in the current mission.   

3. Define Terrain: Make sure both players understand and are in agreement on how each terrain piece will be 

handled. This includes rules for movement, line of sight, cover saves, etc.  

4. Place Terrain: Players place terrain pieces according to the How Terrain Set Up Works section.    

5. Place Objective Markers: Missions that use Objective Markers will contain details on how many need to be 

placed and any special instructions for how to place them on the battlefield.    

Unless specified otherwise, players roll-off to see who will place the first marker, then alternate placing the 

remaining markers. Objective markers may not be placed within 6” of a battlefield edge, 12” of another Objective 

Marker, or on Impassable Terrain.   

6. Assign Deployment Zones: Players roll-off. The winner chooses their deployment zone.   

7. Warlord Traits/Psychic Powers/Before the Game Begins Abilities: Players generate their Warlord Trait, psychic 

powers, and any other abilities that need to be rolled for “before the game begins”. A player may generate these 

abilities in any order they wish.   

8. Night Fight: Roll to see if Night Fighting is in effect for this game.   

9. Deploy Armies: Players roll-off. The winner chooses whether they will deploy first or second. The player 

deploying first then deploys their army in their deployment zone, declaring which (if any) of their units will be held 

in Reserve and how those Reserve units will be entering the battlefield. The player deploying second then repeats 

this process for their army.   

10. Deploy Infiltrators: Players with Infiltrators may deploy them. If both players have Infiltrators, rolloff and the 

winner chooses which player will deploy a unit of infiltrators first, alternating deployments after that.   

11. Redeploy Scouts: Players with Scout units may make their Scout redeployments. If both players have Scouts, 

roll-off and the winner chooses which player will redeploy a unit with Scout first, alternating redeployments after 

that.   

12. First Turn: The player that deployed first can choose to take the first or second turn. If they decide to take the 

first turn, their opponent can attempt to Seize the Initiative.    

Note: If your opponent has a unit with the Super-heavy or Gargantuan Creature special rule in 

their army, and you do not, you may add +1 to your Seize the Initiative roll. 

Game Length: Variable Game Length will be utilized in all missions.  

Mission Special Rules: Night Fighting, Mysterious Objectives and Reserves are in effect for all 

missions.  

Team Tournament Command Benefits: Teams may always choose to re-roll the result when 

determining their Warlord Trait. All units, except those purchased via the +1 Additional 

Formation Upgrade Option, with the Battlefield Role ‘Troops’ are considered to have the 

Objective Secured special rule. 
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OBJECTIVES AND SCORING 
• Objectives of Opportunity*: Once per game, as long as your Warlord has not been 
removed as a casualty, you may issue an Order of Opportunity. These orders represent bonus 
objectives that may be completed during the game and will earn your Army additional 
Victory Points. Orders of Opportunity are declared at the end of an Army’s turn and MUST be 
completed by the end of your next turn or they are considered lost and score no Victory 
Points. Each mission will specify when Objectives of Opportunity become available.   
 
• Progressive Objectives: Some missions include progressive objectives. Teams will ALWAYS 
begin scoring progressive objectives in the second game turn.  Progressive objectives are 
ALWAYS scored at the top of a Team (player) turn. When used, your mission will include a 
scoring section to help keep track of points.  
 
• Eternal War Objectives: Some missions include Eternal War objectives. Eternal War 
Objectives are ALWAYS scored at the end of the game. Each mission will specify the 
conditions of the Eternal War objectives.   
 
• Secondary Objectives and other sources of Victory Points: Every game includes the 
following secondary objectives; Slay the Warlord, First Strike, Line Breaker, Through Attrition 
Victory. Warlord traits, Formation benefits and other special rules that generate Victory 
Points are added to your total points in the Secondary Objectives section of the score sheet.  
 
 • Differential Scoring: At the end of the game, Armies will compare total Victory Points 
earned. The difference in Victory Points will be added to the winning Army’s Battle Points 
and subtracted from the losing Army’s Battle Points. Both Armies begin the game with 15 
Battle Points.   
 
Example: Army One scores 15 total Victory Points and Army Two scores 8 Victory Points.  
There is a 7 Victory Point Differential between the two Armies. The game is scored as such:   
          o Army One: 22 Battle Points (15 starting +7 for Victory Point Differential)  
          o Army Two: 8 Battle Points (15 starting -7 for Victory Point Differential)   
 
 • The Maximum score is 30 Battle Points; the minimum score is 0 Battle Points.   
 
• In the case of a Wipeout, the surviving Army receives an additional 10 Victory Points to 
their total and the game is scored normally. Concessions are automatically scored 30-0 
 
 *Orders of Opportunity have replaced the “Twist of Fate” game mechanic from previous 
years.  
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PLEASE TURN THIS SHEET IN AFTER YOUR THIRD GAME, FAILURE TO DO SO WILL RESULT IN 

THE DEDUCTION OF THREE (3) POINTS, IF THE JUDGES HAVE TO COME SEARCHING FOR IT. 

 

 

 

TEAM NAME 
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Team Name:____________ 
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SCHEDULE 

 

CHECK-IN 8am-8:30am 
GAME #1 8:45am-11:45am 

*LUNCH/PAINT JUDGING 12pm-1pm 
GAME #2 1:15pm-4:15pm 

GAME #3 4:30pm-7:30pm 
AWARDS 8pm-8:30pm 

 

EACH TEAM WILL HAVE 3HRS TO PLAY THEIR GAMES 

*****LUNCH IS PROVIDED AS PART OF YOUR ENTRY FEE***** 

 

AWARDS 

 

BEST OVERALL- Team with the highest overall score. (Highest sports score as first tie breaker, 

highest appearance score as second tie breaker.) 

BEST SPORTSMANSHIP- Team with the highest overall Sportsmanship score. (Lowest Battle 

points as first tie breaker, highest appearance score as second tie breaker.) 

BEST APPEARANCE- Team with the highest overall Appearance score. (Highest Battle points as 

first tie breaker, sports score a second tie breaker.) 

* IMPERIAL ARMY- Highest total score for race after Best Overall. 

*BEST XENOS ARMY- Highest total score for race after Best Overall. 

*BEST CHAOS ARMY- Highest total score for race after Best Overall. 

 

*May be awarded to a team with other awards except Best Overall. 
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First Strike: Completely destroy one 

enemy unit in your first turn. Worth 1 

Victory point at end of the game if scored. 
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First Strike: Completely destroy one enemy 

unit in your first turn. Worth 1 Victory point 

at end of the game if scored. 
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First Strike: Completely destroy one 

enemy unit in your first turn. Worth 1 

Victory point at end of the game if scored. 
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ROUND ONE SCORE CARD                TABLE# 

 

TEAM NAME:__________________ 

 

TEAM NAME:____________________ 

 

15 

 

+ OR - 

(VP Diff) 

_______ 

WIPEOUT 

+10 

 

15 

 

+ OR - 

(VP Diff) 

_______ 

WIPEOUT 

+10 

VP TOTAL: VP TOTAL: 

PLAYER INTIALS 

 

PLAYER INTIALS 

 

ROUND TWO SCORE CARD                TABLE# 

 

TEAM NAME:__________________ 

 

TEAM NAME:____________________ 

 

15 

 

+ OR - 

(VP Diff) 

_______ 

WIPEOUT 

+10 

 

15 

 

+ OR - 

(VP Diff) 

_______ 

WIPEOUT 

+10 

VP TOTAL: VP TOTAL: 

PLAYER INTIALS 

 

PLAYER INTIALS 

 

ROUND THREE SCORE CARD                TABLE# 

 

TEAM NAME:__________________ 

 

TEAM NAME:____________________ 

 

15 

 

+ OR - 

(VP Diff) 

_______ 

WIPEOUT 

+10 

 

15 

 

+ OR - 

(VP Diff) 

_______ 

WIPEOUT 

+10 

VP TOTAL: VP TOTAL: 

PLAYER INTIALS 

 

PLAYER INTIALS 

 

 


